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Want to play casino games like slots and blackjack on your smartphone? With the best mobile
casinos for Android, you can! In this guide, we’ll review the 10 best Android casino sites &
mobile apps for 2021  and explain everything
you need to know about casino games on Android.

Best Android Casino Sites & Apps 2021
    

280% Slots Bonus - Welcome Package Worth $14,000
    

200% Welcome Bonus - WELCOME200
  

350% Bonus + 35 Free Spins - MERMAID350
  

$3,000 Poker + Casino Bonus
  

225% Slots Bonus - WAGGINGTAILS
    

250% Slots Match - 250MAGICSKY
  

$15 No Deposit Bonus - INSIDERS
  The Best Android Casino Apps That Pay Real Money List 2021
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Here are the 10 best Android casino apps that you can start playing with today:

    -  Las Atlantis – Overall Best Android Casino Site for 2021
    -  Wild Casino – Best Live Dealer Android Casino App
    -  Planet 7 – Best Android Casino App for Slots
    -  Raging Bull – Best Android Casino Welcome Bonus
    -  Ignition – Top Android Casino Site for Online Poker
    -  Red Dog – Best Free Casino Slots for Android
    -  Cafe Casino – Top Android Casino Site with Ultra-fast Payouts
    -  Exclusive Casino – Free Offline Casino Games for Android
    -  Cherry Gold – Best Free Spins Android Casino App
    -  BoVegas – Top New Casino App for iOS and Android

Best Android Casino Sites & Apps Reviewed

Now that you’ve seen our list of the 10 best mobile casinos for Android, let’s dive into detailed
reviews of our top 5 picks.

1. Las Atlantis – Overall Best Android Casino Site for 2021

Las Atlantis is our pick for the overall best Android casino sites in 2021. This casino offers more
than 260 games, including over 225 slot machines. You’ll find classic games like Coyote Cash
and Asgard, plus dozens of new games to keep things fresh. In addition, Las Atlantis offers a
handful of tables for blackjack, roulette, craps, and poker.

The Las Atlantis mobile site is incredibly simple to use, thanks in part to the fact that all the
casino’s games use Real Time Gaming software. The lobby is easy to navigate, you can bet or
spin with a tap, and customer support is available whenever you need it. You can also demo
any slot game, making Las Atlantis one of the top free casino slot apps for Android.

Las Atlantis also stands out for its welcome bonus  offer, which can earn you up to $14,000 in
cash. When you make your first deposit, the casino will match you at 280%. Plus, look out for
frequent promotions that can earn you free spins on popular slot games.

Pros:
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    -  Over 225 slot games
    -  Real Time Gaming software
    -  280% deposit match bonus offer
    -  24/7 customer support

Cons:

   2. Wild Casino – Best Live Dealer Android Casino App

Wild Casino is another top Android casino that offers a dedicated mobile app as well as a
mobile-friendly site. The casino has a huge selection of games, including 6 live dealer games.
You can play blackjack, roulette, baccarat, and Super 6, all with a live dealer via video feed.

Wild Casino looks and feels a little different than many of the other Android casinos we
reviewed. That’s because it uses Betsoft and Nucleus Gaming as its software providers rather
than Real Time Gaming. Still, the mobile experience is extremely smooth and we had no trouble
navigating the app or placing bets.

Wild Casino offers new gamers a 250% deposit match bonus worth up to $1,000. You’ll also get
access to exclusive mobile-only promotions and cash bonus offers when you reload your
account.

Pros:

    -  6 live dealer tables
    -  Excellent mobile user experience
    -  Welcome bonus worth up to $1,000
    -  Mobile reload bonuses

Cons:

    -  No free spins bonus for new players
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  3. Planet 7 – Best Android Casino App for Slots

Planet 7 Casino has a newly redesigned mobile app for Android devices that we think is one of
the best platforms for online casino gaming in 2021. The new lobby offers a circular menu that
makes it incredibly easy to navigate, and the casino’s more than 240 games are just a tap
away. You can access customer support from inside the app or demo any games risk-free.

Planet 7 stands out for its enormous selection of slot games. The casino has classic, 3-reel, and
multi-line slots. While there are no jackpot slot games at Planet 7, you will find ongoing
promotions for reload bonuses and free spins on featured games. At the time of writing, for
example, Planet 7 is offering 50 free spins on the 5 Wishes slot game.

Planet 7 doesn’t have the best welcome bonus we’ve seen, although it’s still quite good. New
players who deposit $1,000 will get $900 in return, nearly doubling your money to start playing.

Pros:

    -  Try out any games in demo mode
    -  New, redesigned casino lobby
    -  Frequent free spins promotions
    -  24/7 in-app customer support

Cons:

    -  No live dealer games
    -  Limited selection of table games

  4. Raging Bull – Best Android Casino Welcome Bonus

Raging Bull is one of the best Android casino sites & apps for players in search of a massive
welcome bonus. This online casino will give you $350 for every $100 you deposit, up to a
maximum of $2,500. On top of that, you get 50 free spins to use on whatever slot game you
choose.
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Raging Bull primarily focuses on slot games, and it has more than 180 digital machines
available via its mobile app for Android devices. Several of these are jackpot slots, so you have
a chance to win big with this casino. While there are no live dealer games at Raging Bull, you
will find blackjack, roulette, and video poker .

Frequent players can qualify for Raging Bull’s VIP program, which offers exclusive promotions
and bonuses. Being a VIP also means that you’ll get access to specialized concierge services
and high roller tables, which can enable you to bet bigger and win bigger.

Pros:

    -  350% deposit match welcome bonus
    -  Free spins when you sign up
    -  VIP program for loyal players
    -  24/7 chat and email support

Cons:

    -  Limited selection of table games
    -  No live dealer games

  5. Ignition – Top Android Casino Site for Online Poker

Ignition Casino is our top pick for Android users who want to play online poker. This online
casino site lets you join live poker tournaments every day, with new tournaments starting every
hour or so. There are also special tournaments multiple evenings a week and a monthly
tournament with a $1 million prize pool.

Of course, the Ignition mobile site for Android also has all the classic casino games you’d
expect. The casino offers around 150 online slots , plus tables for blackjack, roulette, craps,
and baccarat. Ignition also has over a dozen live dealer games that let you pick your dealer and
your table limit. In fact, Ignition is one of our favorite live 
online blackjack casinos
.
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Ignition rewards new users with a welcome bonus of $1,500, which you can increase to $2,500
if you make your first deposit using Bitcoin. The casino also gives returning players a 5% bonus
every time you reload your account with Bitcoin.

Pros:

    -  Multiple daily poker tournaments
    -  Monthly poker tournament with $1 million prize
    -  Many live dealer games with variable stakes
    -  Welcome bonus up to $2,500

Cons:

    -  Best bonus offers require Bitcoin

  Top Android Casino Apps Comparison

Let’s take a closer look at how the 10 best Android casino apps and sites stack up on key
features like number of games, welcome bonus, and payouts.

  Total Number of GamesMobile Games AvailableSoftware Providers Welcome Bonus Payout Methods Payout Times
Las Atlantis 265 Slots, blackjack, poker, baccarat, roulette, keno, bingoReal Time Gaming 280% deposit match up to $14,000Credit/debit cards, Bitcoin, Neosurf, PayID1-5 days
Wild Casino 255 Slots, blackjack, poker, baccarat, roulette, kenoBetsoft, Nucleus Gaming250% deposit match up to $1,000Credit/debit cards, Bitcoin, Bitcoin Cash, Ethereum, Litecoin, Ripple, Stellar, USD coin, wire transfer1-2 days
Planet 7 240 Slots, blackjack, poker, roulette, kenoBetonSoft 95% deposit match up to $900Credit/debit cards, Bitcoin, Skrill, Neteller, EcoPayz2 days
Raging Bull 200 Slots, blackjack, poker, baccarat, rouletteReal Time Gaming 350% deposit match up to $2,500 and 50 free spinsCredit/debit cards, Bitcoin, bank transfer4-10 days
Ignition 175 Slots, blackjack, poker, baccarat, roulette, kenoRival Gaming, Real Time Gaming100% deposit match up to $1,500Credit/debit cards, Bitcoin, Bitcoin Cash, Zelle1-2 days
Red Dog 250 Slots, blackjack, poker, baccarat, roulette, kenoReal Time Gaming 225% deposit match and 20 free spinsCredit/debit cards, Bitcoin, Neosurf, PayID1-2 days
Cafe Casino 220 Slots, blackjack, poker, baccarat, roulette, kenoReal Time Gaming 250% deposit match up to $1,500Credit/debit cards, Bitcoin, Bitcoin Cash, Ethereum, Litecoin1-2 days
Exclusive Casino 210 Slots, blackjack, poker, baccarat, roulette, kenoReal Time Gaming 270% deposit match Credit/debit cards, Bitcoin1-2 days
Cherry Gold 205 Slots, blackjack, poker, baccarat, roulette, kenoReal Time Gaming 270% deposit match up to $3,000 and 25 free spinsCredit/debit cards, Bitcoin1-2 days
BoVegas 215 Slots, blackjack, poker, baccarat, roulette, kenoReal Time Gaming 250% deposit match up to $2,000Credit cards/debit cards, Bitcoin1-2 days

  How We Compare Android Casinos

There’s a lot to think about when choosing the best Android casino to play with. We’ve reviewed
dozens of mobile casino apps  and know what separates the best from the rest. Here’s what we
look for when comparing Android casino games.
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Mobile gaming experience

How seamless an Android casino is to use on your mobile device is key to whether it’s
worthwhile. If an app is buggy or just confusing to use, you’re not going to have a good time
playing with it. On the other hand, Android casino apps that offer a seamless experience – like
Las Atlantis – are in a league of their own.

There’s no simple way to evaluate an app’s user experience without simply trying it. For mobile
casinos like Red Dog and Exclusive Casino, you can get a sense of how the casino works by
trying out demo games.

Range of games & software

The number and diversity of casino games that Android casinos offer is another huge point to
consider when choosing what platform to use. Many of the best Android casinos offer more than
200 games, including slots, blackjack, roulette, poker, and more.

It’s also worth looking at the software provider that a specific app uses. Software providers like
Real Time Gaming are commonly used by top Android casinos because they’re well-known in
the industry for making high-quality mobile games. 

Bonuses 

All of the top Android casino sites and apps we reviewed offer welcome bonuses and ongoing
promotions for players. These bonuses can add up to a lot of money, so be sure to compare
offers carefully. We’ll dive into more detail on Android casino welcome bonuses below.

Banking options
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Most mobile casinos let you fund your gaming account and make withdrawals by credit card and
debit card. Some, like Wild Casino, have also embraced cryptocurrency so that you can pay by
Bitcoin or Ethereum. In any case, make sure that payments are simple and payouts are as fast
as possible.

Safety & customer support 

No matter what Android casino you choose, your account needs to be 100% secure. Thankfully,
all of the casinos we reviewed use SSL encryption and identity verification to ensure only you
can access your account.

It’s also a good idea to look at what customer support options are available. Apps like Raging
Bull and Ignition offer 24/7 customer service, which you can access by live chat from right within
the app.

Android Casino Apps vs Desktop Sites

Should you play with the best casino app for Android or should you stick to a casino’s desktop
site? There are advantages and disadvantages to both, and which is better for you will depend
on your gaming style.

Gaming on the Go

The biggest advantage to playing with a real money casino app for Android as opposed to on
your computer is that you can access games from anywhere. All you need is a data connection.

That means that you can play casino games on your smartphone whenever you have
downtime. Whether you’re commuting, waiting in line for coffee, or out walking, you can access
all your games.

Desktop gaming, of course, is tied to your computer. It’s available when you’re at home, but it’s
not easily accessible once you leave your WiFi connection behind.
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Downloads and Storage

An advantage to gaming on a computer is that it doesn’t require you to download any software.
You can start playing in your browser right away.

While some Android casino sites let you play from your browser without a download, most use
apps to give you a better experience on mobile. These apps have to be downloaded and they
take up space on your device.

Gaming Experience

One area where mobile and desktop devices are locked in a dead heat is the gaming
experience they provide. Many of today’s online casino games are designed in both mobile and
desktop versions, so you’re not missing out on anything when you switch between devices.
Mobile games are optimized for small screens and tapping, while desktop games offer bigger
visuals to take advantage of a larger screen and the addition of a mouse.

Android Casino Pros and Cons

Pros:

    -  Take your casino games anywhere you go
    -  Tap to place bets and spin slot games
    -  Stay logged into your app

Cons:

    -  Requires you to download an app to your device

Desktop Casino Pros and Cons

Pros:

    -  Start playing with no download
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    -  Never worry about updates
    -  Larger screen and mouse-friendly games

Cons:

    -  Always requires a WiFi connection

Mobile Android Casino Games

Wondering what the best Android casino games are? You’ll find many of the same games on
Android that you’d find on the casino floor in Las Vegas!

Let’s take a closer look at some of the best casino games for Android:

Slots

Slot games are among the most popular offerings from Android casinos. You’ll find classic slots,
progressive jackpot slots, multi-line slots, and more. Las Atlantis, our top-rated Android casino
app, has nearly 250 different slot games available.

Blackjack

Blackjack is another hugely popular casino game that you’ll find at almost every one of the best
Android casinos. Some casinos, like Wild Casino and Ignition, even offer variants like multi-deck
blackjack and European blackjack.

Roulette

You’ll also find roulette at most Android casino apps. In fact, many offer both American and
European roulette, so you can decide which style of this classic game suits you better.

Live Dealer Games

Live online casinos  connect you with a real dealer by video chat, essentially putting you right
on the casino floor. You’ll find live dealer games for blackjack, roulette, and baccarat at Android
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casinos like Ignition and BoVegas.

Free Casino Apps for Android

One of the great things about Android casino apps is that they’re completely free to download.
Many free casino apps for Android, like Las Atlantis and Exclusive Casino, then let you play slot
and table games for free in demo mode. There’s no deposit needed to start playing.

For other casino apps that don’t offer practice play, you can still play for free. Just look for no
deposit Android casinos that offer welcome bonus cash for new players. You can use the bonus
funds to make real money bets, all without depositing any of your own money.

Best Bonuses for Android Casino Apps

All of the best Android casino sites offer welcome bonuses to attract new players. These can be
significant sums of money to help you start playing: for example, Las Atlantis offers new players
up to $14,000 in cash.

There are a few different types of bonus offers available. The most common is the deposit
match bonus, in which a casino app will match or even double your first deposit up to a certain
amount. To go back to Las Atlantis, the casino’s 280% deposit match offer means that if you
deposit $1,000, you’ll receive $2,800 in bonus cash.

Free spins are another type of bonus offer, which you’ll find at Raging Bull, Red Dog, and
Cherry Gold. With free spins, you simply get to spin a slot machine of your choice and keep any
winnings that your spin results in.

Finally, there are no deposit bonus offers. These are offers of cash or free spins that you get
just for downloading the casino app and creating an account. You don’t have to deposit any of
your own money and you can start playing right away with the bonus funds.

It’s also worth noting that many Android casinos offer exclusive bonuses and promotions for
mobile users. These can include reload bonuses, free spins on featured games, and more.
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  Bonus Offer Eligible Games Wager Requirement Expiration Date
Las Atlantis 280% deposit match up to $14,000Slots, keno 35X None
Wild Casino 250% deposit match up to $1,000Slots, table games, video poker35X None
Planet Casino 95% deposit match up to $900Slots, table games 30X None
Raging Bull 350% deposit match up to $2,500 and 50 free spinsSlots, table games, video poker30X None
Ignition 100% deposit match up to $1,500Slots, table games, poker25X None
Red Dog 225% deposit match and 20 free spinsSlots, table games, poker35X None
Cafe Casino 250% deposit match up to $1,500Slots, table games, poker40X None
Exclusive Casino 270% deposit match Slots 30X None
Cherry G o ld 270% deposit match up to $3,000 and 25 free spinsSlots 30X None
BoVegas 250% deposit match up to $2,000Slots 50X None

  Online Casino Apps Payment Methods

Android casino apps make it as simple as possible to fund your account and make withdrawals.
At all of the casino apps we reviewed, you can pay by credit card or debit card. Many also allow
you to use Apple Pay and Google Pay, or e-wallets like PayID, Neteller, and Skrill. Planet 7,
Wild Casino, Raging Bull, Ignition, and others all allow you to pay with Bitcoin, too.

Are Android Casino Apps Legal?

Android casino apps are legal in a handful of states,  including New Jersey, Michigan, West
Virginia, Delaware, and Pennsylvania. In these states, casinos must have a license to operate
within the state and may need to be partnered with a physical casino as well.

In all other states, mobile casino gaming is not yet legal. However, that doesn’t mean you can’t
play. Offshore casino apps aren’t subject to state rules since these casinos are based in Europe
and countries like Costa Rica. They’re regulated by gaming authorities in their home countries,
not by individual states.

Playing casino games with offshore casino apps for Android isn’t technically legal in many
states. Enforcement is traditionally lax, though, and offshore casinos have been available online
in the US for decades.

How to Sign Up to an Android Casino

Ready to start playing with the best Android casino site for 2021? We’ll show you how to sign up
for Las Atlantis, which offers over 250 casino games and a 280% deposit match welcome
bonus. Plus, you can play on your Android device’s browser, so there’s no need to download an
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app.

Step 1: Sign Up

Get started with Las Atlantis by heading to the casino’s website in your mobile browser and tap
the ‘Sign Up’ button. Enter your email, a username, and a password, and then fill in personal
details like your name and address.

Step 2: Deposit Funds

Next, deposit funds to your Las Atlantis account. You can pay by credit card, debit card, Bitcoin,
Neosurf, or PayID. Remember that Las Atlantis offers a 280% deposit match on your first
deposit with code ‘LAWELCOME’!

Step 3: Start Playing

Now you’re ready to play casino games with Las Atlantis on Android. Just tap your favorite
game and then tap ‘Play Now’ to get started.

Best Android Casino Sites – Conclusion

Playing popular casino games on your Android smartphone has never been easier. You can
download one of the top Android casino apps or start playing immediately using a casino site on
your mobile browser. Get started with Las Atlantis today and claim your 280% deposit match
bonus!

  FAQs

What’s the best casino app for Android?
  

We think the best Android casino site is Las Atlantis. It offers over 250 games and a 280%
deposit match bonus for new players.
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Can you gamble on your Android?
  

Yes, you can play casino games for real money with an Android casino app or mobile site. We
recommend Las Atlantis, which offers slots, blackjack, roulette, and video poker.

Can you play slots for real money on your Android?
  

You can play slots and win real money with an Android casino app. Just tap the slot to spin, and
you’ll earn real payouts just like you would at a physical casino.

What is the best slot game for Android?
  

The best Android slot game will depend on your preferences, but games like Starburst and
Gonzo’s Quest are extremely popular. You can find tons of classic games on the Las Atlantis
casino app for Android.

Are Android casinos safe?
  

Android casinos use SSL encryption and identity verification to keep you safe. These casinos
are also regulated by gaming authorities and many offer 24/7 customer service.

Read more https://www.basketballinsiders.com/online-casinos/apps/android/
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